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Abstract
The growing disillusion with the predictive capability of single species assessmentmethods,and the
realizationthat the managementapproachesthey imply will always fail to protect bycatchspecieshas led
to growing interestin the potentialof marineprotectedareas(MPAs) as a tool for protecting suchspecies,
and allowing for rebuilding populationsof targetspeciesand damagedhabitat.
Evaluating MPAs' abilities to meet these requirementswill demand both field experiments and
simulations. However the tools required for the latter need not be as detailed as is often thought, and
particularly,neednot includedetailedlinks betweenresourcespeciesand physicalprocesses.
Ecospaceis a spatially explicit model for policy evaluationwhich allows consideringthe impact of MPAs
in an ecosystem(i.e., trophic) context,and which relies on the Ecopathmass-balanceapproachfor most of
its parameterization.
Additional inputs are movementrates,used to computeexchangesbetweengrid cells, the settings(topdown vs. bottom up control) also required for Ecosim,the dynamic simulationiroutinederived from the
systemof linearequationsin Ecopath,and habitatpreferencesfor eachof the functionalgroupsincluded in
the model.
Convergencefrom the homogenousdistribution assumedin the Ecopathbase model to highly patterned
distributions,simultaneouslyaccountingfor the habitatpreferenceand food requirementsof predatorsand
preys,the distribution of fishing effort (driven by local abundances
and fishing costs)and the existenceof
MPAs is extremelyrapid. This is due to an integrationschemewith different stepsizes for the 'fast' and
'slow' groups,allowing the formerto trackthe populationchangesof the latter.
Color figures documentingthe ability of Ecospaceto generaterealistic spatialdistributions of functional
pools, under constraintsof habitatpreference,distribution of fishing effort, etc. may be accessedfrom the
publications section on the Ecopathhome page (www.ecopath.org.),from which the software itself may
also be downloaded.'Cascade'effects,whereinprey organismare low where predatorsare abundant,e.g.
in areasonto which high fishing costshave beenmapped,or in MPAs are discussed.It is then shown that
the potential benefits of local effort reductions can be easily negated by high movement rates, and
especiallyby the concentrationof fishing effort at the edgeof the MPAs, where cascadeeffectsgenerate
prey gradientswhich attractpredatorsout of the protectedareas.
Despitevarious limitations (e.g., no explicit considerationof seasonalchangesor directed migration),the
outward simplicity of Ecospace,and the information-richgraphsit generates,coupledwith the increasingly
global availability of "therequiredEcopathfiles, shouldensurea wide use for this :ilpproach.This will be of
use for bothgeneratinghypothesesaboutecosystemfunctionand for evaluatingpolicy choices.
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Introduction
There is ample evidence that fisheries managementshould not be based solely on
single-species, dynamic pool assessmentmethods and models. Even in settings where
these approaches seem appropriate, i.e., when we see apparen1:lystationary stockrecruitment relationships, public concern about ecosystem integrity now drives us toward
accounting for the fact that fishing always does much more than catch the target fish. In
contexts where assessmentmethods and traditional regulatory methods have failed, there
is strong demand for more conservative policies reducing the risk of repeating past
mistakes. One key suggestion that has been offered in responseto such demands is spatial
management: given present harvesting methods, we can really only guarantee to avoid
overfishing and ecosystem impacts by making sure that only parts of the aquatic
environment are subject to fishing. At a perhaps radical extreme, a few fisheries policy
analysts are beginning to move from seeing marine protected areas (MP As) as
exceptional little places where 'seed stocks' and biodiversity can be protected, to thinking
that perhaps it should be fishing areas that are the exceptional little places (Walters 1998).
Traditional stock assessmenttools are incapable of even allowing us to ask intelligent
questions about spatial management options, let alone about th{: indirect ecological
impacts of policy alternatives. In short, we are being driven toward spatially explicit,
multispecies assessmentmodels whether or not we believe that such models are really
necessaryor practical to develop.
There is little hope of ever developing 'complete' ecosystem models for fisheries
prediction, and doubt about whether such models could be produced, even in principle
(Rosen 1978). Too many processes are involved, at various time-space scales, from
secondsand centimeters (foraging behaviors and predation) to decadesand whole oceanic
basins (circulation regimes, population dynamics of long-lived species). Existing models
have focused mainly on trophic interactions at relatively large spatial scales (areas
occupied by key unit stocks) and time scales from months to years. At these scales, the
best known approaches are multispecies virtual population analysis (MSVP A; Sparre
1991) aimed at representing how size-age related trophic ontogenies influence mortality
and recruitment rates, and the Ecopath with Ecosim approach, which uses mass-balance
and delay-difference models to emphasize whole ecosystem trophic interaction, while
allowing, for key species,some representationof the effects of trophic. ontogeny (Walters
et al. 1997). In that approach, Ecopath provides a parameter estimation methodology that
is in essencea simplified, equilibrium version of MSVP A, while Ecosim provides timedynamic simulations of changing trophic structure, with emphasis on how small scale
(hour-day, km) details of foraging/risk taking behaviors may limit and structure larger
scale effects. Both MSVPA (see Christensen 1996) and Ecopath/Ecosim (see
contributions in Pauly 1998) have behaviours that are relatively well known, and
applications outside of the geographic areas for which they were initially developed.
On the other hand, there have been a few attempts to account explicitly for spatial
aspects of trophic relationships, probably because of the staggering computational and
information requirements that are implied by conventional brute-force implementations
and ad hoc solutions to their parameterization, (see, e.g., Laevastu and Larkins 1981).
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Here we show that the Ecopath with Ecosim trophic modeling approach can be
made spatially explicit, yet continue to require only a minimum of input data. We have
found a numerically efficient way to solve multiple-pool (or species) biomass dynamics
and delay difference equations for a grid of small spatial cells, with the cells linked
through dispersal/migration processes. In just a few minutes of PC time, the routine (of
Ecopath with Ecosim, Verso 4.0) which we call 'Ecospace' can generate decadal time
scale predictions of spatial biomass patterns for several hundred grid cells, for 15-25
biomass/speciespools ranging from phytoplankton to marine mammals. Ecospace does
not represent the full variety of physical transport and migratory processes that may be
critical in the spatial organization of ecosystems. However it can provide at least some
insights about the likely efficacy of alternative marine protected area (MP A) policies in
relation to questions, e.g., about 'drainage' of large predators from such areas due to
impacts on their prey within, and their dispersal out of an MPA, while accounting for the
distribution of fishing effort on predators and preys.
We see Ecospace not as a tool for making detailed quantitative predictions, but
rather as a 'policy screening' method for finding policy alternatives that are worthy of
more detailed analysis and experimental field-testing. Further, it appearsto be a powerful,
fun teaching tool for exploring issues of trophic and spatial relationships: the program
interface is set up so that users can sketch topographic features (shorelines, islands, areas
of high primary productivity, habitat types and preferences) and policy options (location,
size, and shape of MP As) on the PC screen with a mouse, then watch spatial biomass
patterns being predicted over time as color-coded density maps. The scenarios created can
be stored in a built-in database.

Ecosim/Ecospace representation of trophic interactions and population dynamics
Ecosim is a modeling tool for representing the spatially aggregated dynamics of
whole ecosystems by a combination of relatively simple differential equations for
biomass dynamics of some ecosystem components or "pools", along with delaydifference age-size structured equations for some key populations that have complex
trophic ontogenies and selective harvesting of older animals (Walters et al. 1997). The
differential equations for aggregatebiomass pools are of the form
dB. / dt = g .~ C.. -~
I

I~JIL.,IJ
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II

where
gj = net growth efficiency;
Ij = biomass immigration rate;
Mj = non-predation mortality/metabolic rate;
F j = fishing mortality rate;
ej= emigration rate;
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( 1)

while Cij is the consumption rate of pool i biomass by pool j organisms, i.e., the 'flow'
from pool i to pool j per unit time. For primary producers, the consumption term gjLCj; is
replaced by a biomass-dependentproduction rate.
A critical concept in Ecosim is that consumption rates or flows may be limited by
'risk management' behaviors of prey and predators at very small space-time scales, such
that interactions (prey consumption events) may take place mainly in restricted 'foraging
arenas' where prey make themselves available to predation through their own
requirements for resource acquisition (Walters and Juanes 1993). Depending on how fast
organisms move in and out of such arenas, flows may range from strongly 'donor
controlled' (or 'bottom-up' controlled) to dependent solely on total abundanceof the prey
and predators ('top-down' controlled). To represent arena-scale effects, Ecosim uses a
consumption relationship derived by assuming exchange rates into and out of arenas are
rapid compared to biomass changes,which results in the rate relationship:
C..IJ = v..~..B.B./
)
IJ"""I) 1 J (v..+v'..+~..B.
IJ
1)"""1))

(2)

where
~j is rate of effective searchfor pool type i by predatorj;
Vij' V'ij, with default setting Vij=V'jj,are prey behavioral exchangerate parameters..
For derivation of this relationship, seeWalters et at. (1997).
For selected species with complex trophic ontogeny, Ecosim uses a 'split pool'
representation of biomass and numbers dynamics. Herein, the juveniles can have feeding
ecology and predation losses different from those of the adults, and the simulation
accounting keeps track of numbers in juvenile and adult categories as well as body sizes
by using delay-difference equations (Deriso 1980; Schnute 1987). Consumption rates by
these pools are assumedproportional to numbers rather than biomass (i.e., Bj in eq. (2) is
replaced by numbers of predators). The details of these rather messy accounting equations
need not concern us here (see Walters et al. 1997 for a first version, presently being
updated). Suffices here to point out that growth and mortality accounting in the delaydifference framework is structured so that species represented by split pools display
overall biomass dynamics and ecosystem linkages/dependencies similar to pools
represented by eq. (1). However there is the added complexity that adult biomass
dynamics can depend strongly on recruitment changes caused by changes in trophic
circumstances faced by juveniles.
It is not practical to estimate the many parameters of eq. (1)-(2) by traditional
assessment approaches like fitting the model to time series data. Indeed, such
parameterization problems may have prevented follow up even of the simplified approach
proposed by Larkin and Gazey (1982) for simulation of exploited ecosystems.Instead, we
use the biomass-flow reconstruction methods of Ecopath (polovina, 1984, Christensen
and Pauly 1992) to provide estimates of initial biomasses Bj, gj, flows Cjj, PIB ratios for

In Ecopath with Ecosim, Verso 4 the vulnerabilities (Vii) are replaced by a scale ranging from 0 to 1, with
0 representing bottom-up, 0.5 mixed, and I top-down control. Default setting is mixed control.
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primary producers, and Mo. We use particularly the Cjj estimates (labelled Qij in Ecopath)
along with top-down versus bottom-up assumptions (i.e., hypotheses, re-expressed on a
scale from 0 for bottom up, to I for top down control) to calculate the critical feeding rate
parameters, au and Vij. Some additional growth information needs to be supplied for split
pools.
The Ecopath estimation procedures are based on assuming mass-balance in
trophic flows (biomass equilibrium or known rates of biomass change), and the idea that
if some biomasses and/or flows are known, then others can be calculated under the mass
balance assumption. In most applications, Ecopath model developers essentially use a
simplified bioenergetics approach: they use basic growth and mortality rate data to
estimate PIB ratios and hence consumption rates for some pools, and diet composition
information to translate these overall rates into rates of removal from specific prey pools
(see contributions in Christensen and Pauly 1993, and Pauly and Christensen 1996).
When total biomass estimates are provided for some pools, Ecopath then calculates
biomass estimates (and/or PIB ratios) for the remaining pools necessary to balance the
losses that have been provided as input data. One way to think about Ecopath is as a
simplification of multispecies MSVP A, with the relatively complex size-age structured
backcalculation of abundances in that methodology replaced by a more flexible method
of solving for unknown mass balance (flow) components. MSVP A works backward from
consumption rates estimated from growth (bioenergetics model) and catches to 'rebuild'
abundances needed to account for these estimated removals. The MSVP A has mainly
been applied to exploited fish communities, while Ecopath also seeks to account for
losses at all trophic levels in ecosystems, lower as well as higher, (e.g., marine mammals
and birds).
Ecospace representation
preferences

of spatial

structure,

mixing

processes, and habitat

Grid representationofbiomasspatterns
The intent in Ecospace is to represent biomass dynamics over two-dimensional
space as well as time, i.e. to representthe biomasses in eq. (1)-(2) a..<;
varying with spatial
coordinates u, v as well as time t. In principle such representations involve very complex
sets of partial differential equations. There are two possible ways to discretize dynamic
relationships for practical simulation of space-timepatterns: the 'Lagrangian' approach is
to divide biomasses into large number of parcels assumed homogeneous, and to move
these about in space. In contrast, the 'Eulerian' approach treats movement as 'flows' of
organisms among fixed spatial reference points or cells, without retaining information
about the history (origin, past features) of the organisms present at any point at any
moment. The Lagrangian approach can be more accurate and computationally efficient,
especially in settings where the variety of things being moved is limited. It is particularly
attractive in situations where the spatial movement processesinvolve mainly well ordered
advective and migratory patterns, and where organisms in any patch are likely to be
exposed to similar trophic conditions (feeding opportunities, mortality risks) as they
move. But it is not yet practical to use for whole-ecosystem representations. In Ecospace
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we have chosen to take an Eulerian approach, and to confront the nasty numerical
problems that this approach creates for differential equation solutions. Ordinary solution
methods would require very short time-step integration of changes, in situations where
movement rates between cells can be high compared to biomasses and other components
of biomass change. We have found a way around this 'stiffness' problem (see below).
Ecospaceusers can define rectangular grids of spatial cells, and we solve, for each
grid cell, a differential equation system as in eq. (1)-(2), along with simplified delaydifference accounting for split pools. For trophic interaction, fishing, and movement
calculations, biomass densities are treated as homogeneous (i.e., rapidly mixing) within
each cell. Cells can be 'painted' (with PC mouse) as land or water, and movement is
allowed only across the faces of adjacent cells (no movements across land or between
diagonal positions on the grid). Users can also assign each cell (again a painting
procedure) to a given habitat type, and draw areas of enhancedprimary production (i.e.,
of a multiplier of the PIB value of the primary producers) to account for localized
productivity variations due to factors such freshwater nutrient loading and upwelling.
Also, (single or multiple) areas closed to some fishing gears or fleets (restricted
areas) or to all fishing (MP As) can be mapped, and the ensuing distribution of fishing
effort evaluated.
For each cell, the immigration rate Ii ofeq. (1) is assumedto consist of up to four
emigration flows from the surrounding cells that share faces with the cell. The emigration
flows (up to four components of ei in eq. (1» are in turn represented as instantaneous
movement rates mj times biomass density Bj in the cell (Figure 1). For cells along the
boundary of the grid (first and last row and column of the grid), emigration rates to the
'outside world' are assumed to be balanced by immigration rates from that world, i.e.,
similar biomass conditions are
assumed to be present in the
non-modeled grid cell(s) just
across the boundary cell
face(s) of each cell that has
face(s) on the edge of the grid.

mjj+1Bjj

Figure 1. Representing the linkages of a grid cell in
E

cospace.

Biomass trajectories obtained
by
integrating
the
Ecosim/Ecospace differential
equations can be viewed in
two ways: (1) as the outcome
of deterministic interactions;
or (2) as an approximation to
the trajectories of mean
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that may be locally (in space
and time) very unpredictable due to a variety of micro-scale, 'accidental' sources of
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variation. The second view is obviously more appropriate for ecological settings, where
we can easily identify all sorts of behavioral and physical processesthat will make spatial
response fields far more grainy than can be representedby any continuous model. In this
view, the issue is not whether the equations correctly represent all micro-scale
interactions (an impossible task), but rather whether they adequately describe the mean
statistical pattern that we would see if we could repeat the solution of some much finer
scale model many times. As in all modeling, we ultimately can only resolve this issue
through empirical experience. Conversely, it serves no useful pUl1>°seto just point out
that the model is 'incomplete' in some particular regards (e.g., does not account for sizestructure effects on foraging and predation risk), since this criticism applies to all models
(including widely used ones, which may have become intuitive, although they will
generally be even more incomplete).
Prediction of mixing rates among spatial cells
The instantaneous emigration/dispersal/mixing rates ffij across each cell
boundaries are assumed to vary with (1) pool type i (representing in general how
organisms of this type move or are transported by physical processes), (2) habitat type in
the source cell side of the boundary (users can define a 'preferred' habitat type for each i,
and relatively higher emigration rate for cells that are not of this t)'pe), and (3) response
of organisms in the source cell to predation risk and feeding conditions in the cell, as
indexed by the 'risk ratio' LCjj/LCjj (users can specify linear sensitivity ofmj to this index
of predation risk/food availability).
Base estimates of the instantaneousemigration rates mj are calculated from simple
input information on average movement (dispersal/advection/diffusion) speeds Vj (mean
distance moved per time for organisms of type i). At any instant in time, consider the
organisms that are in a spatial band of length L (length of a cell side) and width dx=Vjdt
adjacent to a cell side. If the average organism in this band makes a move of length dx
over the short time dt, in a completely random direction, it is a simple exercise in calculus
to show that a proportion 1m of these organisms will finish the move across the cell
bound~. If animals are distributed randomly over the cell at the start of the interval dt,
a proportion Ldx/L 2will be at risk to emigration across each cell boundary. This implies
that the instantaneous rate mj for randomly moving organisms is given simply by
mj=Vj/{nL), i.e. the emigration rate across each cell face should be proportional to
movement speed, and inversely proportional to cell size as measured by L. Thus scaling
the m; to reflect higher movement rates for animals that fmd themselves in cells with
unfavorable habitat or high risk ratio only amounts to assuming that such animals either
move faster or spend more time moving.
There are two main weaknesses in this dispersal formulation. First, real
distributions of movement distances for higher organisms, from which we might estimate
Vi, are likely to contain at least two components: (a) a many short distance moves

2 Special thanks to calculus student Daniel Walters for this r~sult, which is easy to verify numerically.
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representing movement within home ranges, and (b) relatively fewer long distance moves
representing migration and dispersal of animals seeking new places to live. The trouble
with estimating Vasa simple average of these components is that at least type (a) moves
are not likely to be random in direction (more likely to move back toward home range
center if far from it); in the Eulerian approach, we 'lose sight' of movement histories and
hence of such oriented moves, treating animals that have crossed cell boundaries as all
dispersers who have given up home ranges. We see no simple way to account for partial
exposure of organisms that have home ranges near MP A boundaries to exploitation; in
simulations aimed at evaluating efficacy of MPAs, the Eulerian approach is conservative
in the sense that it treats all movements that happen to result in leaving any MPA as
creating potentially irreversible exposure to harvest risk outside the MPA.
Second, the basic formulation does not account for abilities of mobile organisms
to orient movements toward favorable habitats when they find themselves outside such
habitats, e.g. by using gradients in chemical signatures produced in particular habitat
types or simply changes in depth toward preferred shallow or deep habitats. A simple
way to think about such oriented movement is to imagine that animals near a boundary
(in the Ldx band from which they might move to an adjacent cell) may have a reduced
probability of moving toward (or away from) the boundary if the adjacent cell is further
from (or nearer to) a cell with favorable habitat. We represent such probabilities in
Ecospace by calculating a habitat gradient function' for each mapped habitat type and
pool (i). To start with, every cell is assigned a function value of 1.0 for each pool. This
function value become 0.0 if pool (i) has been assigned the habitat type in question;
subsequently, each cell is assigned a moving average of the function values for
surrounding cells if it is not of the type. Such functions drop away from 1.0 with distance
from cells of the habitat type, and become flat near 0.0 for collections of cells far from
any cells of the habitat type (no gradient toward the type). If the difference in this
function between any two cells is D, we take the probability of movement toward the cell
with a lower function value to be a hyperbolic function mj=mj(base)k/I:k+D)
where mj(base)
is
the movement rate in the absenceof any gradient and k is a scaling factor representing
how strong the gradient (as measured by D) needs be to result in highly oriented
movement. Model users can 'turn off this gradient orientation hypothesis simply by
setting k large.

Other implications ofhabitatpreferences
Habitat preferences are likely to be reflected not only in movement rates, but also
in feeding efficiencies (represented in Ecospace by the ~j parameters of eq. (2» and
exposure to predation risk (represented by the Vijparameters of eq. (2». Ecospace users
can representalternative hypotheses about such trophic effects by setting feeding rate and
vulnerability 'multipliers' for each pool, which are used to scale ~j and Vij during
simulations. The multipliers are applied only in the differential equation for the animals
in pool i, and in those cells that are not preferred habitat for pool i.
Ecospace users need to be careful about mapping habitat preferences and making
complicated assumptions about how such preferences are reflected in rate parameters.
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Particularly, they must avoid setting up a spatial arrangement of localized interaction
patterns that is not consistent with the spatially aggregated Ecopath estimates of overall
biomasses, consumption flows, nor with observed fisheries catches. The Ecosim
differential equation parameters for eachcell are estimated initially by assuming that cells
will be similar on average to the overall Ecopath trophic pattern. Thus, if the Ecospace
user 'ties' some pools to a particular habitat type (e.g. by setting high dispersal/mortality
rates and low feeding rates for these pools in cells outside that type), then specifies that
only a few cells are of the habitat type, Ecospace may be unable to assign as much
biomass for the pools in question as was assumed or estimated for the region as a whole
in the Ecopath mass balance. Thus, model development should be an iterative process,
alternating between Ecopath and Ecospace until the results from the two methods are
mutually consistent. Indeed, this iteration should also include Ecosim, to verify that the
Ecopath representation of flows and biomass does not lead to models which are
dynamically unstable (see contributions in Pauly 1998 for suggestions on this). The freely
distributed Ecopath with Ecosim (Vers. 4.0) software, whose availability is detailed
further below, was designed to facilitate the iterative approachsuggestedhere.

Representationofspatial dynamicsoffishing mortality
Ecopath helps develop an overall estimate of fishing mortality rate Fi for each
pool, and the overall Fj can be disaggregated by fleet (i.e., gear type) in cases where
catches are taken by a variety of fleets and/or fishing methods. It is obviously unwise to
treat the Fj as spatially homogeneous, especially in (1) evaluation ofMPA policies where
dispersal of animals acrossthe MP A boundaries may attract higher fishing efforts, and (2)
analysis of how spatially varying fishing cost or difficulty may have created 'natural' (but
potentially unstable to technological/economic change) protected areas for parts of some

stocks.
For each gear type included in the initial Ecopath analysis, Ecospace represents
spatial distribution of fishing mortality by that gear type using a relatively simple' gravity
model, wherein effort is proportional to the biomass of the target groups, and to the
profitability of fishing it (Caddy 1975; Hilborn and Walters 1987, Pauly et al. 1997). If
the Ecospacebase map contains N active (non-land) grid cells, we first assume that each
fleet (gear type) k can exert a total mortality rate NFk over the whole grid. At each
simulation time step, this rate is distributed among cells c (c= 1. ..N) in proportion to
gravity weights Gkcthat are functions cell profitabilities for the gear type:

(3)
where
Gkcis the weighted 'attractiveness' of cell c to fleet k;
Okcis 1 if cell c is open to fleet k, and 0 if cell c is not (allowing to differentiate
areasrestricted to one or several fleets from MPA, closed to all fleets);
Ukc is 1.0 if the model user has specified that gear k can fish in the habitat type
assignedto cell c, and 0 otherwise;
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Pkiis a relative price received for pool i organisms by fleet k fishers;
Fkiis the fishing mortality of pool i animal by fleet k;
Bic is current biomass of pool i in cell c; and
Ckcis the relative cost of fishing in cell c by gear k (as mapped by Ecospaceuser).
Equation (3) thus implies that cell c will be proportionally more attractive to type
k fishing if it is open to it, has the kind of habitat where gear k can fish effectively, has
more organisms for which gear k gets good price, and is less costly to access.Using the
weights Gkc,the total mortality rate NF k is then distributed among cells c by

(4)
Each biomass pool in cell c is then subject to total fishing mortality rate
Fic=LkFkc~i.This multigear-multispecies accounting system is somewhat complex, but we
make it as transparent as possible to Ecospace users by asking them to specify only the
fishing policy (Okc)' fleet-habitat associations Ukc,prices Pki,and cost fields Ckcthat can
be 'sketched' with PC mouse along with other spatial pattern information. An obvious
choice for the cost fields Ckcare sets of values centered around coastal cells representing
ports, thus treating the fleet-specific distance between port and fishing ground as the
major factor that it is (see e.g., Cruz-Trinidad et al. 1997).
Numerical solution method for spatial dynamics and equilibriuml
The differential equations of the Ecosim/Ecospace routines have a special
structure than can be exploited to develop remarkably efficient computational algorithms.
To make the ideas clear, unnecessary subscripts have been dropped from the following
equations; references to biomass B should be understood to refer to Br,c,iwhere r is map
grid row, c is map column, and i is an Ecopath biomass pool. At any simulated moment
in time, the rate equation for eachbiomass can be expressedas
dB/dt = (I+C) -(Z+E)B

(5)

where I=immigration, C=net consumption, Z=total mortality, E=emigration. If these rate
components were constant over time, B would behave as a linear dynamical system and
would move exponentially toward the equilibrium
Be=(I+C)/(Z+E)

(6)

along the time trajectory

B t+dt=Be+(B t-B e)e-(Z+E)dt

(7)

Note that this solution can be written as
Bt+L\t=W;Bt
+ (l-W;)Be

(8)

where Wt is the exponential weight Wt= e-(Z+E)L\t.
That is, if input and instantaneous output
rates were constant, the time solutions would behave as weighted averages of past time
values and equilibrium values with weights dependent on 'turnover rates' Z+E. We
discovered by accident while developing Ecosim that we could use equations like (8) to
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greatly speed up solution of the model for 'stiff' situations involving a mixture of fast
(e.g. phytoplankton) and slow changing (e.g. most fish, marine mmnmals) variables. By
splitting variables into 'fast' (low WI, high turnover rate, i.e., low PIB, or Z values) and
'slow categories, and calculating only moving equilibria for the fa..')tvariables using eq.
(8) while integrating slow variable changes with a Runge-Kutta method, we speeded up
the Ecosim integration procedures by orders of magnitude without changing the time
patterns of the solutions in any noticeable way. That is, we found that the fast variables
generally 'track' moving equilibria where the equilibria move in response to changes in
slow variables. Indeed, it could be argued that all models for macroscopic systems in
nature involve some explicit or implicit use of variable speed splitting; for example, the
'functional responses' we often use to describe feeding rates in situations where handling
times may be limiting are derived as equilibria of fast dynamics in variables such as
hunger.
Another way to think about eq. (8) is as a 'relaxation method' for finding the
equilibrium Be of equations like (5) by starting at some initial Bo, then repeatedly
applying (8) with some 'relaxation parameter' W (Press et al. 1992), and updating the I,
C, Z, and E 'parameters' at each step to reflect effects of changes in other variables (e.g.,
biomass in surrounding cells, nonlinear functional relationships between B and the C, Z
consumption-mortality rates). For such an iteration to work, it is important that the Be do
not change too rapidly between iterations, and that Be be easy to compute. In spatial
settings, where at least the I term (=}::mB flows from surrounding cells) can vary rapidly
with changes in the B values of surrounding cells, eq. (8) cannot be applied as a stable
iteration method unless W is very large (/1t very small). But for fixed C,Z, a linear
equation system results from repeating eq. (5) over grid cells with the Bs linked through
I=}::mB terms. We can solve this linear equation system very efficiently for spatial
patterns of Be given fixed C, by using column-ordered successive overrelaxation (SOR)
methods (press et al. 1992; column-ordering here means we solve tlle linear Be equation
system for each column of the spatial grid exactly using a tri-diagonal equation method,
then iterate across grid columns using SOR). That is, we can treat the highly nonlinear
consumption function C (sum of eq. (2) terms over prey types within each spatial cell)
and associated mortality rates Z as constant over short time periods, and solve for the
often much faster changes in B that result from movement/dispersal. In the original
implementation of Ecospace, we did not even try to find time solutions for biomasses,
and instead just set the Ws to 0.5 and used the SOR method to rapidly find equilibrium
biomass patterns.
Thus, the solution algorithm now implemented in Ecospace has two parts. First,
we precompute Wi weights for each biomass pool i, using movement parameters mi and
initial mortality rates Zj from Ecopath input (or Zi-Fj, to better reflect speedsof response
to imposition of MPAs). Then for each simulation time step, we compute the Be
equilibrium biomass solutions for all pools and grid cells, while holding all consumption
inflows C constant at the values predicted from biomasses at the start of the time step,
using SOR. Then we apply the relaxation weighting eq. (8) to obtain updated biomass
estimates to start the next time step. We have found that this method closely
approximates full Ecosim Runge-Kutta integration in non-spatial cases, and gives
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virtually identical Ecospace time trajectories for reasonably small steps 8t<0.2 year, for
most Ecopath models. Further, by setting 8t very large (2 year or more), we can usually
find the Ecospace spatial biomass equilibrium very quickly (10-20 iterations) though the
biomasses calculated at each such long step are no longer close to those predicted from
accumulating changes over shorter time steps.
This solution algorithm was further improved by using an implicit algorithm
suggestedto the authors by R.B. Deriso (IATTC, San Diego, pers. comm.). Project a first
solution using eq. (8), with Be calculated from base rates 10,Co,Zo,Mo'then recalculate
In,Cn,Zn,Mnrate components for the new state resulting from this solution. Finally repeat
the eq. (8) time step, with Be calculated from the averagerates (10+IJ/2, (Co+Cn)/2, etc.
Two cautionary comments are needed at this point. First, a key reason for being
able to obtain Ecospacesolutions so quickly using the algorithm described here is that we
have ignored the strong seasonal variation that often occurs in ecosystem 'forcing'
(physical mixing regimes, phytoplankton production), and in dispersal-migration
behaviors of vertebrate populations (the physical forcing functions made available in
Ecosim are not used in Ecospace). The algorithm relies on ordering of turnover times in
food webs (high Z at bottom, lower Z at higher trophic levels) and on the linear mixing
terms I,M being large and relatively stable over time. Seasonal variation of 'forcing
inputs' at lower trophic levels could be dealt with by shortening the integration time step.
Nevertheless, it is not clear that this tactic would work for situations where spatial
densities of top predators (e.g., piscivorous fish, marine mammals) change rapidly over
time due to mass migration patterns. We are examining various options for including
such migration patterns in future Ecospaceversions.
Second, we cannot pretend that the solution method is exact even for very short
time steps. In particular, it may not preserve some of the implicit time lag structure that
leads to persistent oscillatory behavior in some Ecosim applications. For example,
Ecosim models developed by Chris Boggs and Xi Hse (National Marine Fisheries
Service, Honolulu, pers. comm.) predict cycles of abundance in mahi-mahi (Coryphaena
hippurus) in the Central Pacific, apparently in general agreement with fisheries catch
statistics. These cycles do not occur in Ecospace simulations from the same Ecopath
model. On the other hand, cyclical behaviour of predator biomasses was observed, for
some settings, in an Ecospace representation of the Barents Sea (T. Petersen, University
of Tromse, Norway, pers.comm.), and in some other models. Thus, the time behaviors
predicted by Ecospace usually provide only general indications of how fast, and in what
general directions, biomass responsesmight occur following changes such as introduction
of MPAs. In most situations, we should not expect more than such indications from
general biomass dynamics models anyway; we do not see the value of worrying too much
about precision in numerical solution methods when the model being solved is very
imprecise to begin with.
The application of Ecospace
Ecospace is being used as an exploratory tool for analysis of trophic and spatial
relationships in a wide variety of cases,involving a broad range of policy issues besides
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MPAs. For example, in Prince William Sound, Alaska, we hope that Ecospace will help
us show how direct effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill may have propagated over large
space-time scalesvia changes in trophic interactions (Okey, 1998).
When various habitat association and differential movement patterns among
trophic groups, top-down versus bottom-up trophic linkage assumptions, and spatial
harvest policies are all represented simultaneously, the space-time predictions of
Ecospace can be visually very complex and apparently quite realistic. However, we shall
here abstain from presenting examples simply to demonstrate that the computer program
is capable of producing them. Rather, we invite interested readers to visit the Ecopath
web, (www.ecopath.org), where a number of Ecospace outputs (maps) can be seen and,
more importantly, from which the software can be freely downloaded, along with files
allowing these examples to be replicated.
Here we review only a few general predictions that have been obtained from
Ecospace simulation tests with a variety of Ecopath models, mainly about long-term
(steady-state)impacts ofMPAs and about spatial organization of trophic interactions. The
following predictions are based on results from a hypothetical coastal area 'sketched'
using the Ecospace interface, with grid cell length L = 5 km (Fig. 2). To avoid
complicating the predictions of MP A effects more than necessary for this demonstration,
we assumed only one habitat type, and the same, low movement rates (Vj=20 km.year-l)
for all animal pools (the present version of the software proposes default values that are
proportional to the trophic level of the pools, as predators are usually more mobile than
their prey). Qualitative predictions are similar for higher movement rates especially at
lower trophic levels (e.g., turbulent mixing alone would likely result in V phytoplankon
being in
the order of 300 km.year-I), though higher movement rates lead to flattening of the MP A
effects over space.
Alternative predictions about the efficacy of Marine Protected Areas
Fig. 3 represents Ecospace predictions of steady-state biomass densities and
fishing effort along a transect line that the user draws across the base map (Fig. 2), to
illustrate how Ecospace assumptions (i.e., settings) affect such predictions. Panel A
('Ecopath inputs') makes explicit the assumption about biomass distribution inherent in
model that has no spatial resolution. Panel B shows Ecosim predictions along the transect
look when movement among cells is assumed not to occur (i.e., Vi=O). In this case, the
basic predictions involve a trophic cascade: the top predators that are impacted strongly
by fishing outside the MP A pile up within it and this depressesabundances,in the MPA,
of the small fishes and invertebrates upon which they feed.
When Vj=20 km'year-1 for all i (with a grid size of 5 kill), the trophic cascade
effects are much reduced, and a spatial pattern develops in which top predator abundance
is reduced well into the MPA, while a spatially damped enhancement effect occurs
outside the MPA (Fig. 3, Panel C). Abundances are reduced near the MP A boundary
compared to no-movement scenario because of spatial imbalance in movement rates:
movement of animals toward and acrossthe MP A boundary from the protected area is not
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Figure 2.Arrangement of a hypothetical coastline and Marine Protected Area (MP A) sketched with
the Ecospaceuser interface. Simulated spatial biomassand effort variation along the transect line AB are shown in Fig. 3. Resolutionhere is 15 by 15 grids, lessthan the default 20 by 20 grids.

balanced by movement of animals toward the MPA, because there are fewer animals
available to move from outside areas.
Panel D shows how fishing effort piles up at the boundary of the MPA, in
response to local increases in fish availability near that boundary. In this case, densities
just outside the MP A boundary cannot increase as much as in they would without fishing,
creating an even stronger imbalance of immigration and emigration rates for cells near the
boundary and hence causing depressed densities even further into the MPA. This is a
worrisome scenario indeed, especially for those who believe that having many small
MPAs might be a way to protect 'seed stock' in settings where fishing effort is difficult
or impossible to control.
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Figure. 3. Schematic representation (not to scale) of alternative predictioills from Ecospace about
biomass variation along the transect line A-B in Fig. 1, measured a long enough in time after
formation of the MPA in Fig. 2 for simulated spatial biomassesto reach equilibrium. Panels B-E
show effect of adding progressivelymore realistic componentsto the simulations. Panel A: no spatial
resolution (Ecopath baseline); Panel B: no spatial mixing; Panel C: spatial mixing at densityindependent rates and uniform distribution of fishing effort outside the MPA; Panel D: spatial
mixing at density-independentrates and concentration of fishing effort at boundaries of MP A; Panel
E: same as D, but also including density-dependent dispersal rate proportional to the ratio of
predation loss rate to food intake in eachcell.
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An even more pessimistic scenario emerges if we include movement and fishing
effort response, and, in addition, assume that there is strong 'risk ratio' response in
movement rates. That is, predators move more when they are in areasof low prey density,
which causesincreaseddispersal rates of top predators away from the center of the MPA.
Also, prey move more when there are relatively more predators, which further reduces
prey availability near the center of the MP A and hence helps prevent larger p~pulations
of predatory fish from developing there. Note that this prediction does not imply that
natural, unfished ecosystems should have low abundances of top predators. It is only
when higher movement rates are into areasof higher mortality (by fishing) that we would
predict such movement changes to impact on long term abundance; indeed, higher
movement rates of prey in a natural setting could contribute to enhanced abundance of
top predators, if prey are differentially vulnerable to predation while moving. The
combined result of these different factors is to reduce the expected positive effect of
MPAs on predator populations (Fig. 3, Panel E , 'overall effects').
We suggest that these considerations may help interpret the results of some field
studies wherein small MPAs were shown to lead to increases in some species, and not in
others. On the other hand, field observations of positive effects of even small MP As on
some predator populations, (e.g., by Roberts and Hawkins 1997) suggest that (1) either a
key element is missing in our.model, or (2) the observed biomass increasesare transients,
i.e., will not be maintain as the system they described reachesequilibrium.
Spatial expression oj trophic cascadeeffects
Unless the trophic vulnerability parameters Vij of eq. (2) are set very low to
represent bottom-up control of biomass flows, Ecospace generally predicts that gradients
in top predator abundance created either by MPAs or habitat preferences should create
corresponding inverse gradients in abundance of whatever prey biomass types these
predators eat (Ecospace displays these gradients). The effect mayor may not propagate
still further down the food web in terms of positive spatial correlations between predators
and the biomass types fed upon by their prey, depending on complexity of the modeled
food web structure and whether or not the lower biomass types have high spatial mixing
rates. For example, Ecospace predicts depression in zooplankton abundancesnear coral
reefs where planktivores concentrate, unless the spatial mixing rates of zooplankton are
very high compared to predation rates due to advective/diffusive processes. It wood
appear worthwhile to test such prediction in the field, as we know of no strong field
evidence that such 'spatial trophic cascade' effects actually exist. If confirmed, these
spatial cascadeeffects would considerably enrich our conceptual toolkit.
Meso-scale (across Ecospace cells) spatial' separation' of some production and
consumption processes leads to a form of larger scale 'donor-control' in Ecospace
interactions than represented in eq. (2), and hence to both spatial gradients and reduced
likelihood of predator-prey oscillations and competitive exclusions. For example, one
early Ecopath model for the Gulf of Mexico (Browder, 1993) combined all sharks into a
'superpredator' represented by a single biomass pool, feeding on a wide range of other
pools. In this case, Ecosim predicts that reduction in fishing mortality on this
16

superpredator would result in massive ecosystem changes including elimination of
pelagic competitors like tuna (i.e., the 'sharks' build up by feeding on everything, and
outcompete the tuna for pelagic food resources). An obvious way to eliminate this
problem is to split the shark pool into trophic pools with more specialized feeding
relationships, (e.g., benthic vs. pelagic). Ecospace allows us to deal with the problem
even more realistically, for example by further dividing the sharks into pools with
complex habitat associations, (e.g., inshore benthic vs. offshore benthic, reef vs. sandy
bottom). That is, Ecospacecan allow us to see far more of the spatial niche structure that
probably contributes to natural diversity than is evident from trophi(; specialization alone.

Discussion
It takes only a few minutes of 'play' with Ecospaceto raise some very interesting
and disturbing questions. Are MPAs really going to work as well as we have hoped, or
have we ignored the effects of movements, as in Panel B of Fig. 3? If trophic interactions
do include important 'top down' impacts of predators on prey, should we be able to
measure the resulting trophic cascadesalong spatial gradients creat(:d by both natural and
managed changes in fishing patterns on top predators? To what extent are natural
predator-prey interactions mediated and stabilized through meso-scale separation of the
places where prey are produced from the places where predators are concentrated (e.g.,
separation of pelagic plankton production from reef areas where planktivores often
concentrate, presumably to use hiding places from predatory fish)?
It is clear from examples like Fig. 3 that evaluation of MPA policy options should
include careful consideration of dispersal and effort responseeffects, whether or not these
effects can be precisely quantified for models like Ecospace through methods such as
tagging and monitoring of spatial effort patterns. Moreover, a clear policy implication is
that MPAs may need to be quite large in order to avoid boundary and behavioral effects
that reduce their effectiveness, meaning that in general fewer, larger MPAs should be
favored over more, smaller ones in situations where there is a clear mandate to protect a
given, limited total area. Thus, a policy that covers all locally unique habitat types and
representative organisms through a system of small MPAs may well be ineffective..
There has been some debate about whether marine ecosystems should display the
kind of strong trophic cascaderelationships that have been demonstrated for freshwater
systems (Carpenter and Kitchell 1993). If they exist, such relationships would obviously
have important policy consequences for marine ecosystem management. Arguments
against their existence have been based mainly on the idea that marine trophic
relationships may be more complex and 'web-like' than those of lakes (J.F. Kitchell, U.
Wisconsin, pers. comm.). It is also possible that that marine systems have more complex
spatial foraging arena structure and hence more opportunities for evolution of bottom-up
control of arena foraging relationships. Ecospace can contribute to a resolution of this
question by providing clear, testable alternative predictions about what spatial gradients
we should be able to measure under alternative hypotheses about arena structure (i.e., Vij
parameter values) and spatial mixing rates.
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Figure 3 shows how explicit consideration of trophic interactions and spatial
movement, in addition to the effect of fishing, may profoundly alter assessmentsof the
impact of spatial managementpolicies such as MPAs. But it also raises an issue about
how to obtain the data needed for successful prediction. The predictions require us to
specify a very large number of parameters, representing processes across space-time
scales ranging from minutes/hours (arena foraging and predation risk) to hundreds of
kilometers and decades(dispersal, cumulative biomass change). We can reasonably hope
to estimate many of these parameters from field data using 'reconstruction' methods such
as Ecopath and MSVP A, tagging experiments, observations of foraging behavior, etc.
Some parameters, however, represent processes, such as spatial redistribution of fishing
effort and risk/food dependentdispersal that are in some sensenovel, i.e., not likely to be
clearly represented or evident in historical data. We can suggest approximate values for
some of these parameters, on the basis of economic and evolutionary 'first principles'
(e.g., the proposition that fishers should distribute their spatial activity in a most
profitable way, and that animals should act to optimize the risk/foraging ratio), but it
would be foolish to expect such principles to provide accurate quantitative predictions
about specific, local situations.
So if we ultimately admit that we cannot make reliable quantitative predictions
about the efficacy of particular spatial policy options for which there is inadequate
historical experience or precedent, what should we advise policy makers about such
options? Unfortunately, it appears that a very strong divergence of opinion is developing
in the aquatic science community about how to answer this question. Many of us would
immediately recommend adaptive management: implement the policy as an experiment,
carefully monitor the spatial structure of changes, and expect to revise the policy
substantially in future. But there is ~ growing number of scientists who appear to believe
that improvements in modeling technology and massive field research efforts guided by
such modeling can provide policy makers with the correct answers more 'safely' and
quickly than through large experimental policy tests (Van Winkle et al. 1993, 1997).
These claims may be naive, but they are certainly attractive to many policy makers: why
invest in a risky, contentious, and potentially embarrassing policy experiment when there
is a good excuse to delay decisive action while investing in more research?
Thus, we are concerned that the Ecopath/Ecosim/Ecospace modeling approach
and software package presented herein will be used to justify bigger research programs
rather than for synthesis of existing data, leading to well-designed policy experiments
("give us more money, and we will give you the parameters you need"). In contrast, we
consider that the most powerful uses of the package will be in settings where it is made
very clear beforehand (1) what policy choices are to be compared (what
variables/scales/resolution in time and space really need to be considered), (2) why these
choices cannot be compared using existing models (concerns about specific changes in
trophic relationships, effects of dispersal, etc.), and (3) how the results will be used for
policy screening (weeding out alternatives that are predictably hopeless due to inadequate
scale, etc.) and design of effective experimental monitoring programs. These are not
novel suggestions. For decades, experienced systems analysts have warned about the
impossibility of modeling everything, and have warned about the importance of
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beginning analysis with precise and relatively modest objectives, (see, e. g., Simon 1982).
We believe that the key objectives today should be to design better management
experiments to evaluate policies such as MPAs, and monitoring programs to test for
existence of spatial cascadeeffects.
It should soon be possible to improve the Ecospace representation in at least three
ways. First, we are developing a link between it and a very efficient hydrodynamic model
for computing steady-state3-dimensional advection fields. This will allow more realistic
representation of how circulation and upwelling patterns influence spatial patterns in
pelagic production components. Second, we are working on ways to overcome computer
memory and time problems with spatial delay-difference representations of life histories
for species with complex trophic ontogeny and habitat use, to allow better modeling of
space-time population dynamics of key indicator species. Third, we are developing
hopefully simple ways to enter information on migratory patterns of highly migratory
species, and to simulate aspects of the seasonal spatial dynamics associated with such
migrations. Note that these improvements are being made not to make the model
'complete', but rather to improve basic understanding of how spatial processesinfluence
predictions about trophic relationships and efficacy of spatial managementpolicies.
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